Sound Design
Sound Studio Inventory

The Theatre Design and Production (TD&P) Sound Design Project Studio is a well-equipped multi-purpose laboratory and production space. It functions as a classroom for TD&P Sound courses as well as a fully functional multimedia post-production studio. The main studio computer is a Mac Mini with a 2.6Ghz Quad Core i7 processor, running ProTools 10 and 11, Native Instruments KOMPLETE 9, Apple Logic Pro 9 and QLab 3 Pro Audio. Monitoring is by Genelec, and the mixer is a Yamaha 01v96.

For surround sound monitoring, there are JBL speakers for the rears and a Tannoy Subwoofer, as well as a center speaker.

The studio also has an iMac that runs OmniGraffle, Vectorworks, AutoCAD, Adobe CS 5.5, QLab 3 Pro Audio, ProTools 10 and 11 and EASE acoustic modeling software. There is a color 11" x 17" printer available for production and class work, and access to a full-sized plotter in the lighting shop.

The studio is also well stocked with sound effects collections from Sound Ideas, Hollywood Edge and other production companies as well as microphones for a variety of recording projects.